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Abstract. Many circuit designs need to follow some temporal rules.
However, it is hard to express and verify them in the past. Therefore,
a temporal assertion extension to Verilog, called Temporal Wizard, is
proposed in this paper. It provides several Verilog system tasks for the
users to write assertions in testbench directly. Two new concepts, tag
and thread, are also introduced so that data can be associated with
temporal assertions and provide more functionalities than previous
temporal assertion checkers.
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1

Introduction

Many circuit designs exhibit temporal behaviors. In the past, there was no good
solution to express rules for these temporal behaviors and it was diﬃcult verify
them. As the complexity of circuits increases, it becomes more and more important to ﬁnd a way to express and verify these temporal assertions [1]. There are
several vendors providing various solutions, such as OpenVera [2] from Synopsis
and E from Verisity [3]. Recently, the IBM Sugar has been adopted as a formal speciﬁcation language called Property Speciﬁcation Language (PSL) [4]. All
these languages provide similar functionalities and can be used to describe temporal assertions for simulation based veriﬁcation. However, designs are usually
written in hardware description languages like Verilog, and a simulator is used
to execute testbenches to verify the design. In order to verify assertions written
in another language, an interpreter is often used to interpret these assertions and
communicate with the simulator. This adds extra overhead to simulation. Therefore, several vendors start to support these languages directly in their simulators.
For example, Synopsys supports OpenVera in VCS, and Cadence supports PSL
in NC-Verilog. This approach signiﬁcantly reduces the overhead. However, it
also makes designs not portable to simulators from other vendors. For instance,
a design using in-line PSL cannot be simulated by VCS, and it makes Intellectual Property (IP) or Veriﬁcation Intellectual Property (VIP) sharing diﬃcult.
In order to solve this problem, System Verilog [5] has been adopted by many
simulator venders. But it may take a few years before the standard is ﬁnalized
and be supported by all simulators.
Besides, using another language to express temporal assertions in a design
is often over killing. Temporal assertions used in testbenches and designs are
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often very simple, and it is not worthy to learn a new language just to express
some simple temporal assertions. It will be much more user-friendly if the user
can express these assertions in Verilog directly. The Open Veriﬁcation Library
(OVL) [6] took this approach. However, it is not an expressive property language
and thus limits its application.
Therefore, a new way to express temporal assertions in native Verilog, called
”Temporal Wizard,” is proposed in this paper. It provides a set of Verilog Userdeﬁned System Tasks/Functions (USTF) and is compatible with all Verilog simulators which support PLI. Two new concepts, thread and tag, are introduced
into temporal assertions. Compared with some state-machine based temporal
assertion checkers [7,8], thread and tag enhance the power of temporal assertion
checkers signiﬁcantly.

2
2.1

Thread, Tag, and Temporal Wizard Usage
Terminology

Sequence: A textual representation of temporal assertions. Each Sequence corresponds to a Verilog USTF. It is the basic element in Temporal Wizard.
Thread: A partially checked Sequence. It has its own status and represents a
temporal event stream.
Tag: Data that is associated to a variable and carried by a Sequence thread.
Trigger: The start of a Sequence checking.
2.2

Thread and Tag

Thread. Once a Sequence checker is triggered, there may be several streams
of events being checked at the same time. For example, if events ”a b c d e”
are expected to occur in sequence, and the events occur in the order ”a b c d a
b,” then there will be two possible event streams that satisfy the rule, each has
its own state. One has events ”a b c d” checked, and the other has events ”a
b” checked. Since there may be multiple streams of the same assertion ﬂowing
concurrently, there should be a way to represent these streams so that they
can be handled. In Temporal Wizard, these streams are represented by threads.
Every thread has its unique ID, and the thread can be manipulated by it.
Tag. Since there may be several threads spawned from the same Sequence, it
will be useful if some data can be carried by the thread and be reused later. For
example, if we want to express the following temporal rule, we have to pick up
some value and carry it with the temporal ﬂow.
Event2 should occur after event1, and variable V should have the same value
when either event occurs.
In this case, we should pick up the value of V when event1 occurs and compare
it with variable V when event2 occurs. This is why tag is necessary. A tag is
a data handler in Sequence that can be used to attach data to a thread. It is
always associated with a variable. It can be used to save data to a thread or
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Fig. 1. Sequence Usage

load data from a thread. It can also be used to qualify an event. Tag enhances
the power of temporal assertion checkers because it enables the qualiﬁcation of
an event with the value of another variable.
Thread and tag also provide the bridge for Temporal Wizard to interact
with auxiliary Verilog by reading and setting variables in the testbench or the
design. With these augmented code, some complicated assertions that cannot be
expressed by Temporal Wizard alone can be written and checked.
The concept of thread and tag exists implicitly in many temporal assertion
languages and applications. For example, the ”assert data used” checker in System Verilog [9] and the ”auxiliary variable” proposed by Ziv [10] are all based
on it. By making this concept explicit in Temporal Wizard, the power of thread
and tag can be utilized more fully and eﬃciently.
2.3

Temporal Wizard Syntax and Usage

A complete Temporal Wizard usage has three blocks: Assertion deﬁnition, Sequence trigger, and result handling. A result variable is given to the trigger and
assertion success or failure will be returned there. A typical usage of Temporal
Wizard is given in Figure 1. All the system tasks provided in Temporal Wizard are categorized in the three groups. The ﬁrst one is for temporal properties
which includes basic, timing constraint, order constraint, ﬂow control and logic
expression tasks. The second group is for thread manipulating, and the third
group is for tag.

3
3.1

Implementation of Assertion Checker
Data Structure

Temporal Wizard has two main data structures: Sequence and Thread. Sequence
represents the assertion that the user writes, and thread is created dynamically
during run-time. The data saved in a tag is also carried by thread.
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Thread links to a clock and an event and is evaluated when the clock changes
or when the event occurs. It has a Program Counter (PC) which points to the
event currently being monitored.
3.2

Algorithms

A Sequence thread has two states: Active and inactive. In active state, the thread
is waiting to be evaluated. In inactive state, the thread is not waiting for any
event and is waiting for its child thread to resume itself. It has four stages in its
life cycle: Setup, evaluate, execute and ﬁnalize. The state and stage transition
diagram of thread is given in Figure 2, and the four stages in the transition
diagram are described below:
1. Setup: The thread is created in setup stage. Its PC to the event and clock
being monitored are also setup here.
2. Evaluate: The thread waits for the event being monitored to occur in this
stage. When an event occurs, it evaluates the event according to the Sequence
type and determines whether it is a success event or a fail event. Then it goes
to execute stage.
3. Execute: This stage can be reached either from the evaluation stage or
from a thread resumed. A success/fail ﬂag will be passed from either source.
According to the next event that PC points to and the success/fail ﬂag, diﬀerent
actions will be taken in this stage:
If fail ﬂag is set, go to ﬁnalize stage.
If success ﬂag is set, there are three possibilities:
a. If next PC points to an event, advance PC to that event and go to evaluation stage.
b. If next PC points to a Sequence, setup a new thread for that Sequence,
and go to inactive state.
c. If next PC points to null, the Sequence checking is ﬁnished, go to ﬁnalize
stage and pass success to it.
4. Finalize: Some clean-up is done and the thread is destroyed in this stage.
If the thread is created by another thread, it will resume its parent thread.
Otherwise it will update the result variable given in $tb seq trigger.
Take the following Sequence for example, assume there is no violation.
T hread1 is the thread for h1, and thread2 is the thread for h2.
h1=$tb seq range($tb posedge(clk), $tb range(2, 4), e4);
h2= $tb seq($tb posedge(clk), e1, e2, h1, e3);
1. T hread2 is created. It monitors clk.
2. P osedge(clk) occurred and e1 is 1, thread2 is evaluated as success, executed,
and its PC advances to e2.
3. P osedge(clk) occurred and e2 is 1, thread2 is evaluated as success, executed,
and its PC advances to h1. Since h1 is a Sequence, thread1 is setup, and
thread2 goes to inactive state. T hread1 monitors clk and e4.
4. Assume e4 is 1 between 2-4 posedge(clk), thread1 will be evaluated as success
and will be executed. Since its next PC points to null, thread2 will be ﬁnalized
with success ﬂag set, and thread2 is resumed and executed. T hread2’s PC will
then be advanced to e4.
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Fig. 2. Thread State and Stage Transition Diagram

5. P osedge(clk) occurred and e4 is 1, thread2 is evaluated as success and is
executed. Since its next PC is null, thread2 is ﬁnalized, and the result variable
is set to success.

4

Conclusion

A temporal assertion extension to Verilog, called Temporal Wizard, is proposed
in this paper, and it has been used successfully by Avery Design System to
design their veriﬁcation IPs. Compared with other temporal assertion languages,
Temporal Wizard is more portable and much easier to use because the user does
not need to learn a new language. Two innovative concepts, tag and thread, are
also introduced in this paper. These two features enrich the power of temporal
assertion checkers and enable the user to write more complex temporal assertions
than before.
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